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Do you have a favorite sand in your collection? If
you do, is it a favorite because of where it was
collected or perhaps the composition, the color, or
the texture, or maybe something else?
You certainly can have more than one favorite. I
have many that I might get out to show others. I
suppose that would make them my favorites, though.
What is a favorite today might be different tomorrow.
You might have favorites for many reasons: color,
where collected, composition. Or, you might have
one that has a special story attached.
Here are some of my choices for favorites in my
collection.

As many of you know I have been taking trips to find
mushrooms and other fungi to identify and
photograph. In mid-December my travels took me to
the Red Creek Marsh Unit of Lake Marshes Wildlife
Management Unit in Wolcott. Some of you may
know the area as the home of Scott Bluff, a lesser
famous eroded drumlin than Chimney Bluffs State
Park just 5 miles to the west. Yes my colleague and
I did find fungi including the wonderful scarlet cup
(Sarcoscypha sp.) in the title box, but the trip also
afforded me an opportunity to collect another Lake
Ontario shoreline sand.

Favorite Place:

Onshore wind driven waves on Lake Ontario, the sand
barrier bay, and Red Creek Marsh behind the bar

Gravel from Rockland Harbor Beach, Maine

My family used to spend a week in Maine every
summer. Nearly always we spent time in the
Rockport, Rockland, and Camden areas. You might
guess from the “Rock” in these place names that
continued on page 3 (see Favorites)
WCGMC Sand Times

We hiked out to the sandbar separating the Red
Creek Marsh to Lake Ontario. I put my gloves down
to take a picture of the waves pushing up onto the
bar and Lake Ontario ate them. I waved at them for
continued on page 2 (see Wayne County Sand)
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Wayne County Sand (continued from page 1)
a while with my walking stick, but they refused to
come close enough to the shoreline to be captured.
In response, I decided to take some sand from the
beach. On the way home I stopped at Walmart for
some new insulated gloves for the next winter
expedition.
The sand is certainly not spectacular. It is rather
ordinary and it will probably never qualify as a
favorite sand. In fact, it might not make the top 80%!
But the day I collected was fun and eventful and the
scenic beauty of the bluff area of our club’s county
never fails to fascinate me. For this reason I elected
to document the day and my newest sand.

One of the great things about being a sand collector
in a club like WCGMC is that members bring back
sands to us from their trips.
Nancy Guilfoyle
escapes the snow and cold each winter by travelling
to Quartzite, Arizona where she meets up a few
hundred thousand other northern rockhounds (the
natives call them snowbirds). She joins field trips for
jasper, chalcedony, and other desert treats, but she
also doesn’t forget her arenophile friends back
home.
Nancy was collecting jasper in the Arizona desert
near Bouse (25 miles northeast of Quartzite) when
she noticed that the desert sands were red and she
remembered her friends back home. They contained
a bit of jasper, but mostly quartz and volcanic rock
fragments that had been stained by iron (red) and/or
manganese (black). Capillary action brings dew and
soil moisture to the surface where it evaporates.
Over time, dissolved ions are deposited as oxides on
the exposed rocks or sand. On larger rocks this
coating is referred to as desert varnish.

The red marker shows the location of the sand Nancy
brought back to western New York. The town of Bouse
is just off the map to the northwest.

Medium to coarse-grained sand from the Red Creek
Marsh barrier bar: well-rounded quartz grains, a few
other silicate mineral grains and some local rock
fragments. The two bright white grains on the right side
are shell fragments. Field of view is about 4mm across.
WCGMC Sand Times

The dry wash to the southwest of the highway is
light-colored because during the short rainy season
runoff redistributes sediments before a surface
coating can be deposited. In the slightly higher
ground north and east of the road, the weathered
pediment is stable for much longer periods (centuries
or even millennia) and desert varnish accumulates

Desert Sand (continued on page 3)
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Favorites (continued from page 1)
there were few sandy beaches. And you would be
correct! We would make a point to go to a spot at
Rockland Harbor where we could get to the rocks at
the water. I collected a very interesting rock there
and some of the beach gravel. It is too coarse to be
classified as sand, but it connects me to a special
place and time in my life. We searched for sea
urchins, small crabs and interesting stones. All of
these are represented in my sample.

road and other construction while also preserving
New Zealand beaches. You can read more on that
here:
https://www.livingcircular.veolia.com/en/inspirations/r
ecycling-glass-will-save-our-beaches
In the US recycled glass is crushed and used as
material for new glass, although less than 35% of
glass makes it to recycling in the US. (ref.
https://www.gpi.org/glass-recycling-facts)
My goal here is not just to inform you of my favorite
sand, but to encourage you to look at your collection
and pick out a favorite or two and tell us about them.
Send pictures and your story to Fred Haynes to be
considered for inclusion in future issues of the
WCGMC Sand Times.

Favorite Color:

=======================================

Desert Sand (continued from page 2)

A favorite set of colors as it turns out. Several sand
samples from Painted Hills, Oregon were sent to me by
Steven Michael.

The variety of colors that can be found in this one
area is amazing. The Painted Hills should be on
anyone's bucket list of places to visit. The location is
listed as one of Oregon's Seven Wonders and it is
easy to see why.
There are a few websites
dedicated to the place and a Google search brings
up 15 million results.

on the sand grains. It is this red stained sand that
Nancy gave us. The sand is composed mostly of
oxidized stained quartz and the Miocene-aged
volcanic host rocks. The interactive online Arizona
Geologic Map labels the region as “20-30 million
year old felsic volcanic rocks with extensive ash flow
tuffs and also diverse pyroclastic flows”.

A favorite for what it represents:

Sand from the pediment near Bouse, AZ. Field of view
is about 4mm across.

Manufactured New Zealand beach sand

Sand supplies are depleting, believe it or not, but
that is a topic for another discussion. There is at
least one place trying to do something about this by
manufacturing “sand” from waste glass. In New
Zealand a beer company built a machine to crush
the used glass into sand-sized particles to be used in
WCGMC Sand Times

The red sand is coarse-grained and grains are
mostly angular indicating a local source and limited
abrasive erosion. Sorting is poor with occasional
gravel-sized grains. The largest grain in the lower
left appears to be from a pyroclastic flow. The grains
caught and welded within the ~20 million year
pyroclastic eruptive flow are smaller and more
rounded than the rest of the grains in the sample.
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fault zone cutting the Dakota sandstone. Copperrich mineralizing fluids apparently rose through the
Lisbon Valley fault, depositing copper carbonates as
crystalline rosettes and in concretions. The spherical
concretions, locally referred to as blueberries, often
have hollow centers with micro-sized azurite crystals.
In early December, Canadian arenophile Brian Dear
posted a picture of one of his favorite sands on the
International Sand Collectors Society Facebook
page.

Very coarse azurite and malachite sand
Photo by Brian Dear

The coarse-grained sand featured rounded grains of
blue azurite and green malachite accompanied by
more angular grains of white quartz. The sample is
simply labeled Blue Crystal Mine, Utah. As soon as I
saw his photo I recalled all the small azurite
“blueberries” that the club has been selling in recent
years. I have a few left
to photograph. ====.
They
were
simply
labeled Utah in our
collection. Those are a
bit too large to be
considered sand (~610mm),
but
seeing
something similar in a
sand sample intrigued
me. How are these balls
formed? How do I get a
sand sample?
I found the answer to the first question in an
interesting article published in Rock and Gem
magazine (Hampson, 1993).
The copper
mineralization (pale blue smaller concretions and
deeper blue crystalline rosettes) occur in a major
WCGMC Sand Times

While reading the
article I remembered
the 1.5” azurite ball I
had acquired from
this location in the
La Sal Mountains
some three decades
ago. And yes, that
specimen was right
where I thought it
was, on the second
level of the mineral
cabinet in my den. I
had not thought
about that specimen in years. It is brighter blue and
crystalline, but apparently originates similarly to the
concretions.
All I need now is to have someone answer my
second question. How do I acquire a sample with
sand-sized copper carbonate nodules from this
location?
Reference:
Hampson, Arnold G., 1993, Minerals of the Big Indian
Copper Mine, San Juan County, Utah, Rocks and
Minerals, V 68, p. 372-380.
Note: The Big Indian Mine was renamed the Blue Crystal
Mine subsequent to the publication of this paper.

=====================================

These may look like blueberry azurite nodules with
quartz, but they are not. This is a cereal called Cap’n
Crunch’s Blueberry Pancake Crunch, another thing I
remembered when I saw Brian’s sand!
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Sand Photography:
A Learning From Facebook
In October, Jacques Feijen posted a question on the
International Sand Collectors Society Facebook
Page about separating sand grains with the objective
of photographing them. Leo Kenney responded by
describing his technique and even providing a
picture of his “tool set”. Here is the inquiry and the
responses in their entirety.
Jacques Feijen: A question for Leo Kenney and
others who take photos of sand. I am photographing
sands I collected in the Eifel Germany. I would like
to take a few grains separately from the sand and
transfer them to a glass slide so I can photograph
them separately. But it’s not easy to get it done!
Toothpicks work moderately well. Very fine brush
works better. But how do you get all those grains
neatly next to each other as Leo shows? I do not
understand. It’s almost impossible to do!

Leo added this picture of his tools to this final post.

So would you like to see a couple of photos that Leo
Kenney can produce of individual sand grains with
these tools and a bucket full of patience?

Leo Kenney: Using a stereo dissecting scope, I
pick up individual grains of sand with anti-magnetic
fine-pointed tweezers and move them to a slide. I
like ESD-11 forceps for this. I usually grind the point
to allow the tool to grip small grains. I push the
grains around on the slide using a 20/0 very fine
brush. Patience is a must! Even with the anti-static
tweezers and a brush with only a few hairs, small
grains sometimes stick to the tools.
Jacques Feijen: Thanks for your help Leo. I will buy
an ESD-11. But then it is also like others say:
patience and staying cool. And not sneezing!

These are olivine grains from a Hawaiian sand (tiny
little gem peridots).

Leo Kenney: Buy a few of them. Then you can
adjust the “springiness” and points as you like them.
I tape the coverslip I am using for photographing the
individual grains over an opening I have cut in the
bottom of a plastic food container (yogurt in this
case.) I can stage grains around the coverslip and
move them into view as wanted. If I jiggle them too
much, they fall into the well at the bottom of the dish
and not onto the floor to never be found. I'm sure
others have their techniques. This is the best I have
come up with so far.
Jacques Feijen: That is the tip I was waiting for! I
use slide glasses for photography, but that plastic
container is a very good idea! Thank you.

WCGMC Sand Times

And guess what these are? I sent Leo 30 ml of sand
from the Ace of Diamonds sluice area and Leo
picked out the Herkimers. All of these sand grains
are less than 2mm in size.
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expect to “feel” the difference between all 12 major
textures soil scientists use to describe soil, but
perhaps you can pick out a few loams in your
collection with this method.

What is loam? Gardeners and farmers generally
think of loam as a mixed soil with sufficient humus
(organic content) for promoting plant growth. And
when you purchase loam in a garden store that is
what you should get. But strictly speaking and in a
purely geologic context, organic content is not part
of the definition. Rather, loam is simply a term
applied to a soil with mixed grain size, specifically a
soil with about 40% sand-size grains, 40% silt, and
20% clay. Modifiers can be applied when one of two
of these grain-size fractions exceeds the threshold
for loam, as illustrated by this graphic posted
recently in the Facebook Group “Geomorphology
Rules”.

A home gardener website (gardenersedge.com),
offers another method, which is well-described in this
graphic from their webpage. The soil depicted in this
sample is about 50% sand, 30% silt and 20% clay.
This plots in the extreme left corner of loam’s
compositional range (red circle on plot to the left).

A home gardener website (gardnersedge.com), offers
another method, which is well-described in this
graphic from their webpage. The soil depicted in this
sample is about 50% sand, 30% silt and 20% clay. This
plots in the extreme left corner of loam’s compositional
range (red circle on plot to the left).

So, if you are an inquisitive arenophile, you may
wonder how many loams you have in your “sand”
collection and perhaps how some of your samples fit
into all these categories. Of course, one could
acquire a set of sieves and attempt to separate and
measure the three grain size groups, but for those
lacking these sieves there is a somewhat effective
qualitative method. Silt and clay fractions in soil
produce a texture that can be felt. Grab a fistful of
the soil, gently wet it, and work the moist soil with
your fingers. If it feels sticky, it contains appreciable
clay. If the soil has a soapy texture, it probably has a
high silt content. And finally, if the soil feels gritty,
this is indicative of a sand-size dominated soil. Don’t
WCGMC Sand Times

The experiment with the jar is actually an excellent
method to understand and perhaps teach Stoke’s
Law. We won’t attempt to explain the math, but the
relationship derived by Irish physicist George Gabriel
Stokes in 1851 quantifies the frictional force (also
called drag) exerted on spherical objects as they
settle in a viscous fluid under the force of gravity.
Larger particles are able to settle faster and
accumulate on the bottom. Finer clay particles settle
more slowly. The density of the grains and the
viscosity of the liquid also effect the settling and
separation, but for a mixed grain-size sample settling
in water the particle size will be the controlling factor.
Want to learn more about Stoke’s Law? Check out
this 5 minute video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viBEdohZUsE
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In the north of the Netherlands we find the beautiful
province of Friesland. About 700 A.D. this province
was part of a much larger area: the Empire of the
Frisians, which ran roughly from Zeeland to Jutland
in Denmark.
Gastropods (Peringia ulvae) from the North Sea
coastline of the Netherlands: The field of view is 12mm
across.

The small aquatic snails are called: Wadslakjes
(Wad snails). To the scientific world they are known
as Peringia ulvae.
At the bottom right is a
fragment of an oyster. At the top I recognize a piece
of a mussel and two grains of sand. I am looking
at this image as a little boy who is allowed to go to
the beach with his mother for the first time. I think it's
so beautiful. These are images that you can hardly
see with the naked eye. But if you place a
magnifying glass or microscope between them, a
whole new part of our Universe opens up, so
infinitely diverse, so complex and yet so simple! So
beautiful I almost forget to breathe while I scan
across the grains.
Map: Stingfixer.com

On the west coast of Friesland lies the harbor town
of Harlingen, well known among lovers of
watersports. The resort town is located within the
shaded area on the map and the beach sample I
acquired is marked by the red dot. The area is
adjacent to the Wadden Sea, so really salt water!
Jelle Talma, a well-known collector of sands,
recently gave me a nice bag of sand. He had
collected this sand on the beach of Harlingen. When
I looked at it under my microscope, I immediately
noticed that it was richly full of small snail shells. I
also saw grains of quartz appear between the snails.
I decided my first step would be to sift the sand. And
that was another surprise. Another proof that sieving
your sand sometimes reveals very special things!
The photo at the top of the next column is an
overview photo of the snails that were caught
between 2mm and 1mm sieves, the very coarse
sand range.

WCGMC Sand Times

In this photograph the field of view is just 8 mm, and
the color and beauty of small gastropods is
overwhelming. Mother Nature is once again showing her
most beautiful side!

I would prefer to enlarge the photo to a size of 2 x 3
meters and then hang it on my white wall in the living
room. This is pure Art. But first I suppose I should
ask my wife what she thinks of that. What surprises
me most are the fresh colors that the Wad snails
show. It's a pleasure to view. The image radiates
tranquility and evokes a longing for the sea.
Preferably a warm sea because outside we are close
to freezing!
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Then I switched to the second fraction that I sieved
from this sand, the fraction from 1.0 – 0.5 mm, or
medium sand. That portion paints a completely
different picture!

Fine to medium sand (0.5-0.25mm grains): The width
of the view is 4mm.

The medium sand fraction of the Harlingen Beach
sand: The image width is 5 mm.

Almost all snails and forams are gone. There are
only a few fragments left to recognize. But now all
kinds of grains of sand appear. Most are
undoubtedly quartz, but I also think I recognize two
pieces of basalt. This is possible because the beach
sands in Friesland are strewn with pieces of rocks
from the last Ice Ages in the Netherlands. There
have been between twenty and thirty ice ages in the
past three million years. In at least two of them, the
Elsterian (between about 475,000 and 410,000 years
ago) and the Saalian (between about 280,000 and
130,000 years ago), the ice sheets reached the
Netherlands.
Finally, I placed the finer fraction that I sieved, 0.50.25mm under the microscope. No more shells of
any type to be seen. Almost all of the grains are

WCGMC Sand Times

quartz grains with just a few others that I can’t
identify. All grains are well rounded. But this is not
surprising if you realize that they endured a few ice
caps almost 3 kilometers high and then spent a good
time in the surf!
I can only conclude that even in our small country,
which is largely made up of grains of sand brought in
by the great rivers, there are still beautiful surprises
waiting for us. Those who believe that sand is boring
have not looked down a microscope. So buy that
microscope and get some sand sieves. It only
makes our hobby more beautiful!
Jacques Feijen is a mineral collector and arenophile
from the Netherlands. He is a member of the
International Sand Collectors Society and published
this article on the ISCS Facebook page.
He
graciously allowed us to republish it.
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